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Introduction



This document is a guide for configuring and using SEMed in your application scenario. The installation steps are described in the Installation and Administration Guide of SEMed. The configuration of SEMed is a mandatory step to unfold its capabilities. The adaption of the configuration is a recurring activity to manage changes in the set and internal structure of data sources. Taking this circumstance into account, this document focuses on the configuration of all SEMed modules in detail. In the following, an overview over SEMed is given which includes the definition of its functionality and its common application domains. Then, the architecture of SEMed and the dependencies of its modules are presented. Subsequently, the getting started sections follows. It describes mainly the configuration activities. After the configuration procedure is presented, the principles of SEMed’s usage are described. Then, the usage is presented according to the available frontends. Finally an overview is given how SEMed can be connected or adapted through other programs. 1. Overview



SEMed is a mature middleware layer for semantic, virtual interoperability and integration of item-level product lifecycle data. It facilitates a standards-based access to PLM data, for example through its support for the Open Group QLM Standard Open Messaging Interface (OMI) and Open Data Format (O-DF). At the same time, it provides semantic interoperability for different kinds of common data sources like databases and file based repositories. It introduces a layer of semantics on top of existing syntactic data structure descriptions to avoid semantic integration conflicts and allows a scalable, efficient and comfortable interoperability of product data across all of the stakeholders and IT systems involved in digital factories. SEMed offers the opportunity to take all your different kinds of data sources, connect them to SEMed and create holistic logical views on the fly. Logical views are a very flexible and transparent way to request information from all of your connected data sources at once with a single trigger. Linking data sources to SEMed doesn’t require implementing new interfaces. Rather, you simply create a configuration and add it to SEMed. Once you havee done that, your data source remains an independent system and all of its data stays where it belongs to. SEMed is a virtual interoperability approach which does not copy or store your data. The main objectives of SEMed services and underlying functionalities are: 



Enabling the application in dynamic environments through using no fixed deployed ontology







Enabling a strict separation between data and information view by adding a semantic description of the data beyond a data source







Enabling the aggregation of information over the boundaries of data sources







Enabling simplified and dynamic methods for adding data sources







Supporting a subset of SPARQL as the leading ontology query language



2. Architecture and Specifications



SEMed is a modularly configured system and consists of four kinds of modules, namely the 3/19
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“Forwarding Services”, “Integration Services”, “Semantic Mediator” and “Wrapper”. In the following, each kind of module is described briefly. Forwarding Services Components of this type realize interfaces to forward results by the Semantic Mediator to a data source. A result of the Semantic Mediator can be forwarded to any kind of data source which offers the writing capabilities and the corresponding wrapper implements a specific interface. Integration Services Components of this type realize interfaces to request information by the Semantic Mediator. Up to now, there is a graphical user interface and a web service to interact with the Semantic Mediator. Both types of interfaces enable formulating of SPARQL queries so that information requests can be resolved. Semantic Mediator This component is the core of SEMed and implements the mediator functionality. In this role, the Semantic Mediator is connected to all data sources via wrappers and has the capabilities to calculate the logical view on basis of all connected data sources. For this purpose, it does not need a federated schema or single data model to operate – new data sources can be integrated or removed quickly and flexibly. Wrapper Components of this type implement the functionality to link a data source to an instance of the Semantic Mediator. In so doing, the linkage between a data source and a wrapper is done via a configuration file. There is no need of implementing interfaces to bind a data source to a wrapper. In consequence, there are different kinds of wrappers to bind specific kinds of data sources. For example, there is a SQL Wrapper which can be connected to each type of SQL database. Each developer has the opportunity to implement own wrappers. For this purpose, each wrapper must extend the abstract java class “DataSource”. A typical information flow starts from the wrappers via the Semantic Mediator to a front end component which could be an Integration Service or a Forwarding Service. To start the information flow, an information request is required. This request is represented as an SPARQL query and is triggered by one of the frontend modules. The available package (see Installation and Administration Guide) implements a semantic data integration approach for data sources which represent its information in xml files and in SQL databases. The binary package includes 7 modules, which are presented below. Table 1 SEMed Modules



Type Forwarding Services Integration Services Integration Services



Component Information Request Service QLM Web Service Web Service



Integration Services



Semantic Mediator Administration



Semantic Mediator



Reasoning Mediator



Description A service to forward results of the mediator into a specific data source. The forwarding is only being realized for SQL databases Front end to resolve information requests. Returns the result as O-MI message Front end to resolve information requests Web application which enables the configuration of Wrappers and invoke SPARQL queries against the Reasoning Mediator Middleware to enable an information request over more than one data source 4/19
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Wrapper



SQL Wrapper



Wrapper



XML Wrapper



Wrapper which is able to transform the data of a SQL database into an ontological view Wrapper which can transform the data of a XML based data source into an ontological view



Each kind of module has both a specific function and a specific role in the semantic data integration approach. The architecture of SEMed including the dependencies between modules is shown in Figure 1.



Figure 1 SEMed Architecture



As shown in Figure 1, the lowest layer concerns the linking of data sources. Each data source must be connected to an instance of a wrapper. Each instanced wrapper uses a configuration which defines the logical view, how the information of the logical view is represented beyond the data source and how the data can be transformed into a logical view. All this configuration information will be applied both to generate and to return the ABox containing all requested information. The requested information is represented as a SPARQL query, which can be invoked through the frontend (e.g. web service). The middle layer contains the Reasoning Mediator. Its main goal is to forward an incoming SPARQL query as a set of DataSourceQuery to corresponding wrappers. In so doing, the Reasoning Mediator identifies which data sources offer which information, generate a corresponding DataSourceQuery object for each relevant data source and send it to the corresponding wrapper. Subsequently, each wrapper returns its results as ABox and finally the Reasoning Mediator generates an aggregated ABox as a result. The highest layer contains the frontend of SEMed. SEMed offers two kinds of web services and the web application Semantic Mediator Administration as frontend. These components are connected to Reasoning Mediator. The frontend components enable both the sending of SPARQL and the receiving of the resulting ABox as a table from the Reasoning Mediator. A typical information flow, which is illustrated in Figure 2 starts at the wrappers and ends at a web service or at the Semantic Mediator Administration web application. The information flow containing the addressed data structures is shown in the following figure.
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Figure 2 Information Flow of SEMed



3. Getting Started



3.1.



Getting Started out of the box



The virtual image contains the operation system Ubuntu 14.04 in 32 Bit version. The user is: fitman and the password id also fitman. In this image an Apache Tomcat application server in version 7 is installed. Furthermore, the Web Service (MediatorWebservice.war) has been already deployed as a web application. The Apache Tomcat starts during the booting time of the operation system automatically. After Ubuntu has started, a user can use the deployed web service. For this purpose, a user can use a web browser, a programming language or a tool which enables the sending of SOAP message. In this image, a user can open a web browser like Mozilla Firefox and open the wsdl description of the Mediator Webservice via the URL (http://127.0.0.1:8080/MediatorWebservice/services/MediatorWebservice?wsdl). Furthermore, two examples of calling web service methods are stored as bookmarks in the installed Mozilla Firefox. In addition, the Semantic Mediator Administration web application can be started through opening the link http://127.0.0.01:8080/SemanticMediatorAdministration/. Apart from the web services, the Integration Service "Information Request Service" is contained as a *.jar file on the desktop. The configuration and the usage of "Information Request Service" are explained through two documents which are stored on the Desktop.
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Configuring the available binary version



SEMed is a middleware and is dependent to the linked data sources. Thus, it requires a set of configuration files for its instantiation. An overview to the required different configurations is given in the Figure 3.



Figure 3 Configurations of SEMed



As it is illustrated in Figure 3, a minimal configuration of SEMed involves the creation of 2 configurations. The configuration of a Wrapper and the configuration of the Web Service are necessary to achieve the minimal configuration. An additional configuration file is necessary if you want to use a Forwarding Service. The dependencies between the configuration files are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Dependencies between the configurations



An instantiation of SEMed including a minimal configuration is represented usually as a *.war archive and can be deployed on an application server. The *.war archive is available as a binary version. To change the configuration, the configuration files listed in Figure 3 must be adapted within *.war file for a minimal configuration. In the following the adaption of the configuration for the web service and the wrappers are presented in detail. 3..2.1.



Configuration for a minimal setup



Web Service/QLM Web Service The Web service offers a web based interface to execute SPARQL queries against a set of data sources. The standard set of linked data sources via wrappers can be configured in a XML based configuration file, namely ExampleServices.xml. This file is located in the folder “\WEBINF\classes\” within the *.war archive. The following figure demonstrates the typical structure of the configuration file.



Figure 5 Configuration of Web Service



The configuration contains a set of data sources. Each data source is configured in the XML tag "DataSource". The configuration of a data source needs the location of the wrapper configuration file (XML tag "pathToConfigFile") and the name of the wrapper java class (XML tag "javaClassForWrapper") which also includes the package information. The • •



current SEMed package contains the wrapper classes: "de.biba.wrapper.newSQLWrapper.SQLWrapper" for SQL Wrapper "de.biba.wrapper.simpleXMLWrapper.XMLWrapper for XMLWrapper" 8/19
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If you have changed the configuration file in the deployed web application, you have to restart your Application Server like Apache Tomcat whereby the configuration is going to be reloaded. SQL Wrapper SQL Wrapper enables the transformation of a database schema into an ontology. For each database schema a configuration is required. The configuration includes more than one file and is located in a folder. The folder contains the configuration file (*.properties), the ontology (*.owl) and the mapping file (*.xml). In the following, the creation of these files and its dependencies are presented in detail. The first step is to configure the configuration file. The configuration file contains a set of properties which can be set. It is very important that the location of this file is mentioned in the configuration of the web service in the XML tag pathToConfigFile.



Figure 6 Configuration File of SQL Wrapper



To set a value to a property, insert the value on the right side of the character ’=. Thus, the database connection and the storing location of the remaining files are configured. The URL of the database (Database), the java class for the JDBC driver (Driver), the user (User) and its password (Password) are needed for the database configuration. Apart from it, the location of the ontology file (Ontology) and the mapping file (MappingFile) are required. After the configuration file is configured, the goal of the second step is to create an ontology which represents the logical view of the data source. For this purpose, an ontology as RDF/XML has to be created. The minimal content of the ontology is a concept and a data property. One data property of each concept must fulfill the property “inverse functional” which implements the unique naming mechanism of individuals. The objective of the third step is to create the mapping file. The mapping file describes the mapping between a column of a table (A table of the database schema) and a data property of an ontology. Furthermore, the mapping file lists all addressed ontology’s concepts. A SQL mapping consists of two types of mapping information, namely the Class Mapping and a Property Mapping. A Class Mapping assigns a concept of an ontology to a table in a database schema. In the following, the setup of a minimal configuration is shown.
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Figure 7 Mapping of SQL Data Source



A concept mapping is realized over the XML tag ClassMapping and includes the following three modeling steps: 1. Setting the name of the concept: The namespace of the ontology, the character ‘#’ and the name of the concept are concatenated together. The name of the concept ist assigned as a value to the attribute className of the XML tag ClassMapping. 2. Setting the primary key of the addressed database table: The name of the table, the character ‘.’ and the name of the primary key attribute are concatenated together. Then, this string is assigned as a value of the XML tag "Column". Finally, you define the type of the primary key as value of the attribute valuetype. This way, only the xsd data types are valid. 3. Setting the table of the database: Add the name of the table as a value of the XML tag "Table" A datatype property mapping is realized over the XML tag DatatypePropertyMapping and includes the following five steps: 1. Setting the name of the property: The namespace of the ontology, the character ‘#’ and the name of the property are concatenated together. The name of the property is assigned as a value to the attribute propertyName of the XML tag "DatatypePropertyMapping". 2. Setting the primary key of the addressed database table: The name of the table, the character ‘.’ and the name of the primary key attribute are concatenated together. Then, this string is assigned as a value of the XML tag SubColumn. Finally, you define the type of the primary key as value of the attribute valuetype. In so doing, only xsd data types are valid. 3. Setting the addressed column of the table: The name of the table, the character ‘.’ and the name of the attribute are concatenated together. Then, this string is assigned as a value of the XML tag ObColumn. 4. Setting the type of the exchanged property: The xsd based data type is assigned as a value of the XML tag ObType. 5. Setting the table of the database: Add the name of the table as a value of the XML tag Table. XML Wrapper Minimal Configuration
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XML Wrapper enables a transformation of the data in a XML file into an ontology. For each XML schema, a configuration is required. The configuration includes more than one file and is located in a folder. The folder contains the configuration file (*.properties), the ontology (*.owl), the XML schema file (*.xsd) and the mapping file (*.xml). In the following, the creation of these files and its dependencies are presented in detail. The first step is to configure the configuration file. It is very important that the location of this file is mentioned in the configuration of the web service in the XML tag pathToConfigFile.



Figure 8 Configuration File of XML Wrapper



The configuration file contains a set of properties which can be set. To set a value to a property insert the value on the right side of the character ’=.. Thus, the storing locations of the remaining files are configured. The ontology file (Ontology), the location of the XML file (Filename), the mapping file (MappingFile) and the XSD schema (MappingSchema) are configured. After the configuration file is configured, the goal of the second step is to create an ontology which represents the logical view of the data source. For this purpose, an ontology as RDF/XML have to be created. The minimal content of this ontology is a concept and a data property. One data property of each concept must satisfy the property “inverse functional” which implements the unique naming mechanism of individuals. The objective of the third step is to create the mapping file. The mapping file describes the mapping between a XML tag and a data property of an ontology. Furthermore, the mapping file lists all addressed ontology’s concepts. A XML mapping consists of two types of mapping information, namely the ClassMapping and a Property Mapping. A ClassMapping assigns a concept of an ontology to an XML tag in XML file. In the following, the setup of a minimal configuration is shown.



Figure 9 Mapping of XML Wrapper



The first step is to define the namespace of the addressed ontology. For this purpose, add the namespace as a value of the attribute namespace of the XML tag Mapping. A concept mapping is realized over the XML tag ClassMapping and includes the following three steps:
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1. Setting the name of the concept: The name of the concept is assigned as a value to the attribute className of the XML tag ClassMapping. 2. Setting the id of the concept: Choose a free number as id for the concept. Then, this id is assigned as a value of the XML tag ID. 3. Setting the XML tag: Add the path of the target XML element, which may represent the concept of the ontology as a value of the XML tag XMLTag. A data type property mapping is realized over the XML tag DatatypePropertyMapping and includes the following three modeling steps: 1. Setting the name of the property: The name of the property is assigned as value to the attribute propertyName of the XML tag DatatypePropertyMapping. 2. Setting the addressed concept: Add the name of the concept as a value of the XML tag SubClass. 3. Setting the XML tag: Add the path of the target XML element, which may represent the property of the ontology as a value of the XML tag. Extended Configuration The XML wrapper supports a high complex string processing unit to transform the value of a XML tag/attribute to a property. It enables different levels of complexity of string processing. The Figure 10 summarizes all possible string processing processes, which are available in the binary version. Extract a substring of the token using regular expression



Create tokens of a string using regluar expression Extract a specific token according to an index Create tokens of a string using separator



Replacement of substring in the token



Figure 10: Capability of the string-processing unit



The illustrated string processing can be configured through the mapping file. For that purpose the XML tags TokenExtraction and Replacement can be added to a property mapping. The capabilities of both XML tags are shown in Figure 11.



Figure 11 String Processing Capabilities of XML Mapping
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3..2.2.



Configuration for an optional setup



The optional setup includes all steps of a minimal setup. Please follow the instructions of the minimal setup before starting this configuration proceeding. 3..2.2.1.1



Information Request Service



The objective of the configuration file of the Information Request Service is to specify which information items, represented as SPARQL query, shall be forwarded to a specific output source. The possible set of output sources is unlimited, but the current available binaries restrict the forwarding process to SQL databases. The forwarding process is defined as a service und requires three kinds of information items, namely the SPARQL query, the connected SEMed instance (as web service) and the output source.



Figure 12 Configuration of the Service



As it is illustrated in Figure 12 a configuration consists of a set of services, which is summarized as value of the XML tag InformationServices. In the following, the setup of a minimal configuration is shown for a service. A service mapping is realized over the XML tag Service and includes the following modeling steps: 1. Set the id of the service: Each service requires a unique id. The id is assigned as a value of the XML tag id. 2. Set the SPARQL query: Each service resolves a specific query once or periodically. The SPARQL query is assigned as a value of the XML tag query. 3. Set the namespace: Each query needs as additional information its namespace. The namespace is assigned as a value of the XML tag namespace. 4. Set the interval: A query can be resolved once or periodically. In the case of once the value is 0. Otherwise the value determines the interval in ms. The interval is assigned as a value of the XML tag requestInterval. 5. Set the URL of the Web Service: The SPARQL query is resolved against a Web Service. For that purpose the URL must be configured. The URL can be assigned as a value of the XML tag URLWebService. 6. Set the type of the Output Wrapper: The Output Wrapper is identified by its java package and its java class name concatenated. The type of the Output Wrapper is assigned as a value of the XML tag javaClassForStorage. 7. Set the configuration file of the Output Wrapper: The Output Wrapper needs a configuration file to choose the right transformation rules. The configuration file can be assigned as a value of the XML tag configurationForStorage.
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The configuration of the OutputWrapper is a link to a configuration of a Wrapper. The configuration of a SQL Wrapper as a data source and a SQL Wrapper as an output source is similar. To set up the configuration for the OutputWrapper please have a closer look to the configuration of a SQL Wrapper. 4. User Interface



The user interface is divided into two kinds of core functionalities of SEMed, namely request information and forwarding information. Both core functionalities require a deep understanding of ontologies and SPARQL queries. In the following, frontends for both core functionalities are presented. 4.1.



Request information through SEMed



The SEMed user interface is a web service and the web application Semantic MediatorAdministration. The Web Service/QLMWebService offers a set of web service methods whereby extensional and intensional queries can be created. Intensional queries enable to request the structure of the current available ontology of SEMed. The extensional queries enable to request information items of the connected data sources. An extensional query is defined via a SPARQL query. In the following, a briefly overview over SPARQL is given. 4..1.1.



SPARQL as query language



SEMed uses a derivate of SPARQL which consists of the keywords “select” and “where”. An empty SPARQL query has the structure : “select where{}”. A common SPARQL query defines right from the keyword “select” all resulting variables. A variable has as prefix the character ‘?’ and as postfix any name. Two variables are separated with a blank space in the list of variables. On the right side of the keyword “where” are all triples listed. A triple has a subject, a predicate and an object. A subject and an object can be a variable. In addition, the object can be a constant value. The predicate can take the character ‘a’ or the name of a property of the ontology as a value. If the character ‘a’ is assigned as predicate, the query requests all individuals of the concept which is assigned as object of the triple. In this case, you have to add the character ‘’ as postfix to the object. If you assign the name of a property as the predicate, you request all values of this property which is linked to the subject. In this case, you have to add the character ‘ ’ as postfix to the predicate. Two triples are separated with the character ‘.’. In the following example, the SPARQL query requests the name and the age of all persons. Thus, the person is a concept in an ontology which has the name and the age as data properties:



Figure 13 Example of a SPARQL Query



4..1.2.



Resolve a query via SEMed



SEMed offers a web service and a servlet to resolve a SPARQL query. For that purpose, a HTTP POST or a HTTP GET request is required. The usage of HTTP POST for the usage of the web service and HTTP GET for the servlet is recommended. In the following, an information request via the web service (Web Service) and servlet (QLM Web Service) is presented. Web Service To resolve a query, the following SOAP message template of Figure 14 has to be created.
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Figure 14: HTTP Post Template



The SPARQL query is contained in the XML tag web:jObject. The value of this tag is a JSON string which defines the namespace, the SPARQL query and a set of wrapper configurations. The namespace is codified in the property namespace and the SPARQL query is codified in the property query. The property propList assigns a list of wrappers to a query. If the propList is codified like in this example, the web service uses the standard wrappers to resolve the query. Otherwise the whole configuration of the wrappers is submitted in the poperty propList as a JSON string. The result of the query method is a XML string. The structure of the xml string is oriented to a table, which contains of columns and rows. The columns are represented as XML tags columnNames and the rows are represented as XML tag data. QLM Web Service The QLM web service uses the same JSON object to codify the namespace, the SPARQL query and the required set of wrappers. The generated JSON string will be added as the parameter “method” to the HTTP Request. The URL extended by an example query is listed in the following: http://127.0.0.1:8080/QLMResponseSEMedService/QLMResponseServlet?method=query&jObject={ %22namespace%22:%22http://Fitman.eu%22,%22query%22:%22select%20?B%20where%20{?A%20 a%20\u003cSpecifdicEnabler\u003e.%20?A%20\u003cname\u003e%20?B.%20%20%20}%22,%22pro pList%22:[]}



The Table 2 lists all available parameters of QLM web service. Table 2 Property overview the QLM Web Service



Property name jObject



Description This string is codified as a json string and contains the following information: 1. Namespace of the query 2. SPARQL query 3. List of wrappers 15/19
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requestID



OneConcept



This string codifies the id of the O-MI request. If nothing is set, the service increments its internal counter This Boolean determines whether the result should be joined



The result of HTTP GET request is a XML string which represents an O-MI message. The resulting O-MI message includes an O-DF object which contains the result of the information request. 4.2. Web Based Configuration of Wrappers The configuration of a wrapper includes editing some properties and creating a couple of configuration files. These configuration actions were previously not accessible in a convenient way. This weakness was resolved by the implementation of the web application “Semantic Mediator Administration”. This web application enables the configuration of wrappers which are stored physically at the same location like SEMed. You can open the web application through a web browser like Firefox. The Semantic Mediator Administration web application can be started through opening the link http://:8080/SemanticMediatorAdministration/. In the following the configuration of a SQL wrapper is shown on basis of Semantic Mediator Administration 4..2.1.



Configure a wrapper via Semantic Mediator Administration



This section describes the configuration of an existing SQL Wrapper configuration via the Semantic Mediator Administration. For that purpose, the proceeding is presented on basis of screenshots in the right order. After opening the Semantic Mediator Administration link, the web applications starts and request the credentials for login. You can login yourself by clicking on the login button.



Figure 15 Login to Semantic Mediator Administration
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After you have entered your credentials (standard is username: 1; password: 1) you can start configuring your wrapper configuration. For this purpose, click on the menu entry “Manage linked Sources”.



Figure 16 Open Wrapper Templates



It opens a table which lists all available data source configurations. To edit one configuration you first should select the row and then click on the button Manage Source.



Figure 17 Creation of Configuration
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Finally, it opens the current configuration of the wrapper. This configuration can be edited and saved later on. An example of an editable wrapper configuration is given in the Figure 18.



Figure 18 Updating of Created Configuration



4.3. Forward information through SEMed Information Request Service is provided as a Runnable JAR file (ServiceInvoker.jar). To run ServiceInvoker.jar, a Java Runtime Environment (Java 7), a running SEMed Web Service and three configuration files are required. The configuration file of the module ServiceInvoker.jar has the name “configuration.xml” and is stored in the same directory like the “ServiceInvoker.jar”. The other ones may have different names, because its names are configurable. If all preconditions are fulfilled you can start the Information Request Service in three steps: 1. Open a shell/terminal 2. Navigate to the folder in which SEMedService.jar is located 3. Run the command java –jar SEMedService.jar



Information Request Service runs as long as service jobs must be done. If you have configured that your services runs only once, Information Request Service terminates after the execution of all configured services have been terminated. If your configuration contains timing intervals, Information Request Service does not terminate automatically. 5. Application Programming Interface



SEMed is a modularly based system which provides extensions through the development of two kinds of wrappers: A wrapper which functioned as data source and a wrapper functioned as output wrapper. Apart of the extensibility through new wrappers, the module Web Service offers a web service which could be used to integrate SEMed loose coupled with other applications. In the following the implementation of a wrapper is presented briefly. To develop a wrapper as data source the developer has to implement the abstract java class DataSource, which is shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19 Abstract Java Class DataSource



The development of a wrapper as an output wrapper needs the implementation of the interface IDataWriteInterface, which is shown in Figure 20.



Figure 20 Java Interface IDataWriteInterface



A wrapper can be implemented to provide one of these functionalities or it can implement both the abstract class and the interface. In the latter case, the Wrapper could take both roles.
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